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Outline

In this presentation I’ll try to go through all possible types of hardware and 
connections which are currently available and supported within the 
Ph2_ACF software and firmware

Details on the software and firmware can be found on the official gitlab 
repository: https://gitlab.cern.ch/cmsinnertracker/Ph2_ACF

https://gitlab.cern.ch/cmsinnertracker/Ph2_ACF
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Electrical readout

1. Introduction 
1.1 Scope of this project 
The Inner Tracker uDTC (IT-uDTC) is the CMS testing and development platform for the RD53A 

chip, based on the FC7 FPGA Mezzanine Carrier Board and the IPBus protocol [1] to communicate 

with the host PC.  The final firmware of the system should be able to interface electrically and 

optically with Single Chip Cards (SCCs), double and quad modules and also to provide the 

communication interface for external clocking and triggering sources. This development will form 

the basis for the final DTC system of the Phase-II Upgrade and it will help to estimate resource 

usage and potential issues. Currently (as of December 2019) the firmware supports electrical 

readout of single, double and quad modules, optical readout is under development. 

This project shares common framework with the Outer Tracker uDTC, allowing us to benefit from 

existing code which is being re-used (in some cases slightly modified), making also easier the 

maintenance of the code. 

1.2 System Overview  
As previously mentioned, the IT-uDTC is based on the FC7 DAQ Board [2] which hosts a Kintex 7 

FPGA from Xilinx. It can be used in a uTCA crate or in a desktop setup using the nano-crate, which 

provides the Ethernet hardware interface for the IPBus-based communication with the host PC 

and the users.  

 
Figure 1-1: FC7 board connected to a Single Chip Card in a desktop-setup. 

 

The communication with the Front-End (FE) chips and modules, is achieved through two FMC 

connectors that are available on the board, that can host custom made or of-the-shelf FMC 

Boards. Dedicated FMC boards have been designed for electrical communication with chips and 

commercial FMCs are used for optical communication and external clocking and triggering 

interface. The different FMCs that are supported by the system are listed in table 1. More details 

on the specific hardware for each configuration are presented in Appendix B. 

Typical electrical readout for 
test bench:
• FC7: backend board with 

FPGA
• FMC board (FPGA 

Mezzanine Card): needed to 
interface multi-pins on FPGA 
to particular readout

• card holding the frontend 
chip(s)

• connection to the computer: 
via ethernet cable through 
SFP connector (Small Form-
factor Pluggable transceiver)

SFP connector (ethernet to/from computer)
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Electrical readout

SFP connector

FC7 nano crate (with IC board 
that provides power)

Two FMC board supported
CERN-FMC KSU-FMC

DIO5 to provide ext. 
clock and trigger, 
this is also an FMC 
board
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Electrical readout: possible combinations
FC7 nano crate (with IC board 
that provides power) CERN-FMC

DIO5 (not strictly needed)

Display Port to 
Display Port cable

Single Chip Card
 FMC SINGLE CHIP ADAPTER CARD | RD53A testing 

 

Figure 9: FMC card, connectors in side A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: FMC card, jumpers and connectors in side B 

 

CERN-FMC
upside down
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Electrical readout: possible combinations
FC7 nano crate (with IC board 
that provides power) KSU-FMC

DIO5 (not strictly needed)

Mini Display Port to 
Display Port cable 
to Singe Chip Card 
or to Quad Modules
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Electrical readout: possible combinations
FC7 nano crate (with IC board 
that provides power) KSU-FMC

KSU-FMC

Mini Display Port to 
Display Port cable 
to Singe Chip Card 
or to Quad Modules



In xml configuration file:

Hybrid Id goes from 0 to 7, depending 
on where you plugged the Mini Display 
Port

For the CERN-FMC, since it has just one 
Display Port connector, you just need to 
use 0 as Hybrid Id
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Electrical readout: possible combinations

signals. Kansas FMC on the other hand, can be plugged to both FMC slots and can communicate 
with up to eight single chip cards (denoted as “Module” in the figures below) – four in L12 FMC 
connector and four in L8 (figures B-3 and B-4 respectively). The top row of the mini-DP connectors 
in the KSU FMC are used for the communication with the chips and the bottom row for the HitOr 
signals.  The address of each module is specified by the mini-DP connector in which it is plugged. 

 

Figure B-2: CERN FMC when plugged in L12 slot. DP cables are used to connect to SCC. 

 
Figure B-3: Kansas FMC when plugged into L12 slot. MiniDP-to-DP cables are used to connect to 

SCCs. 
 

 

Figure B-4: Kansas FMC when plugged into L8 slot. MiniDP-to-DP cables are used to connect to 
SCCs. 

signals. Kansas FMC on the other hand, can be plugged to both FMC slots and can communicate 
with up to eight single chip cards (denoted as “Module” in the figures below) – four in L12 FMC 
connector and four in L8 (figures B-3 and B-4 respectively). The top row of the mini-DP connectors 
in the KSU FMC are used for the communication with the chips and the bottom row for the HitOr 
signals.  The address of each module is specified by the mini-DP connector in which it is plugged. 

 

Figure B-2: CERN FMC when plugged in L12 slot. DP cables are used to connect to SCC. 

 
Figure B-3: Kansas FMC when plugged into L12 slot. MiniDP-to-DP cables are used to connect to 

SCCs. 
 

 

Figure B-4: Kansas FMC when plugged into L8 slot. MiniDP-to-DP cables are used to connect to 
SCCs. 

Possible connections to Single Chip Cards
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Electrical readout: possible combinations
Possible connections to Quad Modules

 

Figure B-8: Configuration for Quad-Modules when Kansas FMC is plugged into L12 connector. 
Mini-DP cable is used to connect from Kansas FMC to Module-Adapter Card and FCC cable from 

the adapter to the module.  
 

 

Figure B-9: Configuration for Quad-Modules when Kansas FMC is plugged into L8 connector. Mini-
DP cable is used to connect from Kansas FMC to Module-Adapter Card and FCC cable from the 

adapter to the module.  
 

Optical Link 
Firmware for optical Implementation is currently being developed, hardware description will 
follow once it is completed. 

Additional FMC Boards 
DIO5 FMC has been selected as the baseline solution to provide external clocking and triggering 
functionalities to the DAQ system. The main features of this board are described below. 

x 5 I/O ports with independently programmable direction (LEMO Connectors). 

x LVTTL output levels, capable of driving +2.5V over a 50-Ohm Load. 

x Input levels: Any logic standard from Vih = 1V to Vih = 5V (threshold programmable for 
each input independently). 

x Output Rise/fall times: 2ns (max). 

 

Figure B-8: Configuration for Quad-Modules when Kansas FMC is plugged into L12 connector. 
Mini-DP cable is used to connect from Kansas FMC to Module-Adapter Card and FCC cable from 

the adapter to the module.  
 

 

Figure B-9: Configuration for Quad-Modules when Kansas FMC is plugged into L8 connector. Mini-
DP cable is used to connect from Kansas FMC to Module-Adapter Card and FCC cable from the 

adapter to the module.  
 

Optical Link 
Firmware for optical Implementation is currently being developed, hardware description will 
follow once it is completed. 

Additional FMC Boards 
DIO5 FMC has been selected as the baseline solution to provide external clocking and triggering 
functionalities to the DAQ system. The main features of this board are described below. 

x 5 I/O ports with independently programmable direction (LEMO Connectors). 

x LVTTL output levels, capable of driving +2.5V over a 50-Ohm Load. 

x Input levels: Any logic standard from Vih = 1V to Vih = 5V (threshold programmable for 
each input independently). 

x Output Rise/fall times: 2ns (max). 

In xml configuration file:

Hybrid Id goes from 0 to 4, 
depending on where you plugged the 
Mini Display Port

Pixel modules TFPX
• chip ID 4 <-> lane 0
• chip ID 2 <-> lane 1
• chip ID 7 <-> lane 2
• chip ID 5 <-> lane 3

Pixel modules TBPX
• chip ID 4 <-> lane 0
• chip ID 5 <-> lane 1
• chip ID 6 <-> lane 2
• chip ID 7 <-> lane 3

The RD53 Id and Lane need to be configured 
accordingly to these tables within a module

Pixel modules TEPX
• chip ID 0 <-> lane 0
• chip ID 1 <-> lane 1
• chip ID 2 <-> lane 2
• chip ID 3 <-> lane 3
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Electrical readout: possible combinations

Module adapter types

Power supply for modules: recommended 
a professional one that can provide ~8A, 
like Keysight Technologies E3633A

TBPX Quad ModuleTEPX Quad Module
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Electrical readout: possible combinations
Single Chip Card comes in two flavours: “Bonn card” and “Rice card”

Bonn card

Rice cardRD53 chip

RD53 chip

Lemo connector for High Voltage
Lemo connector 
for High Voltage

Molex connector 
for analog and 
digital voltages
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Optical readout

Preparations for CROC testing  
Modifications required to adapt interfaces to test systems 

�20

The mezzanines used to connect to the back-end remain the same : 
CERN FMC Kansas FMC Commercial multi-SFP FMC

single chip readout

single chip/multi-module readout

optical readout

IT port-card

Simple additions to describe the pin mapping of the wafer probing card in the uDTC project  

Module prototype

Preparations for CROC testing  
Modifications required to adapt interfaces to test systems 

�20

The mezzanines used to connect to the back-end remain the same : 
CERN FMCKansas FMCCommercial multi-SFP FMC

single chip readout

single chip/multi-module readout

optical readout

IT port-card

Simple additions to describe the pin mapping of the wafer probing card in the uDTC project  

Module prototype

FC7 nano crate (with IC board 
that provides power)

SFP connector Optical fiber

Portcard mounting 
LpGBT chip (Low 
power GigaBit 
Transceiver)
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Optical readout

Preparations for CROC testing  
Modifications required to adapt interfaces to test systems 

�20

The mezzanines used to connect to the back-end remain the same : 
CERN FMC Kansas FMC Commercial multi-SFP FMC

single chip readout

single chip/multi-module readout

optical readout

IT port-card

Simple additions to describe the pin mapping of the wafer probing card in the uDTC project  

Module prototype Portcard mounting 
LpGBT chip (Low 
power GigaBit 
Transceiver)

Single Chip Card

Adapter board

MMCX to SMA cable

Display Port to 
Display Port cable
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Commercial parts

• DIO5 FMC board (https://www.ohwr.org/project/fmc-dio-5chttla/wikis/home)


• Power supply for FC7 (12 V - 6 A)


• Electrical SFP connector (suggested: ABCU-5740ARZ)


• Optical SPF connector (suggested: FS-10GSR-85)


